Abstract. Analysis of attitude stabilization of a power-aided unicycle points out that a unicycle behaves like an inverted pendulum subject to power constraint. An LQR-mapped fuzzy controller is introduced to solve this nonlinear issue by mapping LQR control reversely through least square and Sugeno-type fuzzy inference. The fuzzy rule surface after mapping remains optimal.
Introduction
This paper introduces the control of unicycle stabilization using an inversed optimal fuzzy controller [1] [2] [3] mapped from a LQR controller. Since control of unicycle stabilization is constrained by power and torque limitation due to motor specification, engineers will meet difficulty in implementing LQR [4] [5] [6] control surface owing to its nonlinearity. Dynamics of unicycle stabilization [7] and fuzzy transformation from LQR, will be dealt with in depth equivalently in this paper. The goal of unicycle stabilization is to minimize attitude and rate of attitude of the rider, or equivalently the seat, by rider's mechanical power and fuzzy electrical power simultaneously. Proposed in this paper is an EM (electrical/mechanical) unicycle that has mass center right above the top of the wheel as if it were an inverted pendulum referred to Fig. 1(a) - (b) . Since the seat is no longer as high as the traditional one, shortening of torque arm reduces manual torque and accordingly deteriorates maneuverability. With the help of auxiliary electrical power, it would be beneficial to compensate for torque reduction and furthermore to increase the stabilization effects. Application of Newton's second law [7] in matrix form gives (4), (5) and (6) correspond respectively to the dynamics of roll, heading and wheel drive.
Stabilization of Pitch Based on LQR
Stabilization of pitch based on LQR depends on the analysis of pitch-wheel coupling. Governing equations, based on force and torque are: 
Since eigen values of 2 A are 10.9407i and -10.9407i, it implies the original system of unicycle is critical stable. 
. 
The fuzzy rule surface, as a minimum of 1 p and 2 p , is able to be implemented by reversely finding fuzzy membership and inference using Sugeno model [9] as follows. Sugeno FIS (Fuzzy inference system) [8] . Sugeno linear models is employed in the inference as given below: Fig. 2.(b) , is very close to LQR control surface in Fig. 2.(a) . Therefore the inversed fuzzy controller mapped from LQR remains optimal although it needs more massage. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are plotted by using Matlab fuzzy toolbox [10].
Conclusion
Through the analysis of unicycle dynamics, we find that stabilization control of a power-aided unicycle, in pitch and roll, meets difficulty in using LQR control under power and torque constraints. This paper applies the approach, called "inversed fuzzy controller mapped from LQR controller" to solve the issue of stabilization control of unicycle. A Sugeno fuzzy control surface, almost equivalent LQR control surface, is built by using fuzzy membership and inference. Through this kind of transformation, we have the equivalent control surface, still remaining optimal, but using fuzzy-logiccontroller (FLC) to implement.
